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By Danny Scott

FLORIS BOOKS, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Alice A. Morentorn (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. Ferguson picks up the ball inside the Scottish half and he s
off. He skips round England s Dawes. . . nutmegs Bryan. . . shoots. . . and SCORES! Goal for Scotland
in the 89th minute of this World Cup quarter-final! England are on their knees. Ferguson sends the
Scottish fans crazy. What a player! Don t miss a minute of the non-stop action as 10-year-old Calum
Ferguson goes from struggling to settle into a new town whilst fighting for his place on the school
football team to impressing scouts, proving themselves and contending with arch rivals. Scotland
Stars F.C. books are packed with excitement on and off the field, as well as loads of extras like
character cards to collect and football tips, puzzles and games. Caleytown s P6 boys have come so
far, but they ve still got to beat their old rivals Muckleton in the playoffs if they want a place in the
National Soccer Sevens Tournament. There s a longstanding tradition of pranking between these
two teams, and Calum and Leo are feeling the pressure to make...
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The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ms. Harmony Simonis I-- Ms. Harmony Simonis I

These types of publication is the ideal ebook readily available. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely simple
way and it is just following i finished reading through this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Lura Jenkins-- Ms. Lura Jenkins
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